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Overall Opinion : 
1. This paper presents the general and basic knowledge
about the refrigerant in a refrigeration and air-
conditioning system.

2. Especially, the properties of the next generation of
environment-friendly refrigerants are described in detail
and suggestions are made for their applications.

3. The contents are presented clearly and comprehensively
in this relatively short paper. It is easy to understand and
very suitable for audience in various fields.

4. The viewpoints and suggestions are based on reliable
data and investigations.

5. Therefore, it is recommended to be published, and some
suggestions for minor revision are given in the following
slides.



Revision suggestions :

1. A lot of mixtures are used as refrigerants. It is suggested
to add the representation method of mixture refrigerants
and list some mixtures in Fig.9-1 such as R513A, R452B,
etc.

2. In page 7, some mixtures are promoted to replace the
HFCs currently used in various applications. For example,
R134a is to be replaced by R513A or R515B in chillers,
R410A by R452B or R454B in air-conditioners. Regarding
R404A and R507A which are widely used in small and
medium sized cold stores, it is better to give their
substitutes like R454A and R454C. Accordingly, it is
suggested to add R454A and R454C in Sheet 9-2.



Revision suggestions :
3. The word ‘Benefits’ is suggested to be replaced by

‘Impacts’ in title 9.1.4 and related sections.
4. In Section‘9.1.5 How to select refrigerant’, it is better

to add some information about the effects of the
refrigerant selection on the capacity of compressor and
the manufacturing cost of the whole refrigeration
system.

5. It is suggested to add a section of “Conclusion”
indicating the next generation of climate-safe
refrigerants promoted for various applications.



Thanks for your attention !


